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WHAT IS THE SKYRUN
PRESENTED BY SALOMON?
Salomon SkyRun 2015
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any people have asked this question recently,
so I thought it would be nice to describe the
event from our perspective...
SkyRun is a race for the top 15% of the field. For
the rest of us, it is an endurance adventure! I use
the word adventure because it throws all sorts of
elements that make up an adventure at you in the
course of a day and a half... this adventure can be
described as living a lifetime in around 30 hours. You
will truly find yourself, and some of the reasons you
are ALIVE, out there in the Witteberg Mountains. The
beauty of the landscape is unique, the harshness of
the terrain unrelenting, the remoteness of the check
points massively intimidating but these elements
make for one of the greatest adventures you could
ever experience. This is not a mindless 100 odd
kilometres of pavement pounding, this is 100km or
65km of ADVENTURE in a well-managed, controlled
environment we call the SkyRun presented by
Salomon. Create your own memories; write your
own story...
On the eve of your big day, we are sending our best
wishes and some race day advice.
First of all, many of you have waited a long, long
time for this day. You have laboured and trained,
sacrificed much in your life to get here, and now you
are poised on the edge of one of the great events
in ultra-running, the SkyRun presented by Salomon.
Savour it, enjoy it and revel in the joy of the 3rd
Saturday in November which we call; SkyRun Day!!
Next, be sure to spend a minute or two over the
weekend thanking the people who make this happen;
Our sponsors, Salomon, and associate sponsors,
RaceFood and CoolFlam, as well as the many
smaller sponsors without whom this day would not
be possible. When Laura gives you your goodie bag
at registration, thank her; when Craig takes your
pre-race mug shot, thank him; when Doc takes
your blood pressure, thank her; when Peet does the
traditional call to start the race, thank him; when
those marshallls at Olympus top up your bottles,
thank them; when the marshall crews at The Tower,
Snowden, Avoca and Skiddaw ask you how you’re
doing, tell them you are doing great, and thank them.
When you cruise into Balloch with your game face
on, thank the volunteers there as well, and when you
check out of there be sure to thank Oom Phanus for

his decades of dedication to this event. Give a special
Thank You to the great people of the 4X4 Echo Club
at the Turn as they have one of the longest days of
them all (and, in my humble opinion, the best soup
and sarmies on the planet). Then, when you get
down to the bottom of Halstone’s Peak and
you pass through the fence up the hill to
the Clubhouse at Wartrail Country Club,
thank everyone who helped you get to
where you’ll be at that moment.
You get the idea…
As much as this day is about you, it is
also about those many, many, many others
who have gone before you and love
this race in ways that you may never
understand. On this day of all days be
sure to give them all the gratitude they
deserve.
And, along the way, be sure to absorb
everything the SkyRun 100km or 65km
Mountain Run gives. Trust me; this
event gets under one’s skin.
Now, while you’re out there running,
remember that things can, and likely
will, go wrong out there. With that in
mind, here are last minute advice:
First, try not to blame anyone for your
mistakes. The goal is finishing and
anything that is said or done on
SkyRun weekend, especially after
about 6:00 pm Saturday night,
should be quickly and completely
forgotten.
Second, you will more than
likely have stomach issues. You
may vomit somewhere between
Balloch and the Turn, you may
see God (or an elephant) and
that, in itself, will make you want
to vomit! Don’t worry, you’re not
gonna die. Just vomit, deal with it,
have a little pity moment and move
on. Don’t let “I couldn’t keep anything
down” be your excuse for a DNF.
The guys at The Turn have great
chairs, excellent soup and
coffee and a loving aroma

that makes quitting virtually impossible.
Third, sometime during the day you might feel like
you have a tiny little pebble in your shoe. For the
next hour or so you’ll have this little debate with
yourself as to whether you should stop to take the
pebble out or just wiggle your foot around a bit to
move the pebble into a more comfortable position.
Don’t have that debate! That little pebble is possibly
the beginning of a blister (hotspot). If you deal with
it the minute you feel it you’ll probably be fine. If you
ignore it or wiggle it around you may end up finishing
but you’ll do so with a dagger in your shoe.
Finally, you will undoubtedly have a moment
between Skiddaw and Edgehill when you feel
like you need a quad transplant. I have news
for you, everyone feels this way. The downhill

pounding you put your legs through at SkyRun grinds
the muscles in your quads into sausage. Don’t let it
bother you. Assuming the pain you’re experiencing
is less severe than someone sticking a red hot poker
into your quad, just slow down, stay hydrated, and
shuffle on.
We look forward to seeing you all out there on race
day and especially as you enter the finish line chute
with that triumphant, 3rd Saturday in November
feeling…

Salomon SkyRun 2015
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SKYRUN HISTORY
The SkyRun was the brainchild of an incredible and inspirational man - John Michael Tawse.

he first ‘SkyRun’ was initiated in 1991/92 when
Tawse traversed the Witteberg mountains from
T
Lady Grey to Wartrail country club in a two-day

running/trekking solo to attend 1st of January
1992, Wartrail Sports day ‘party’.
The first official SkyRun took place in 1997 with
15 maverick ‘SkyRunners’, however, the run had
to be cancelled at Snowden Peak due to extreme
weather conditions, gale force winds, snow and
sleet. The following two SkyRuns -1998 with 27
finishing and 1999 with 44 SkyRunners - both
ended in Rhodes with consistent winner, Bruce
Arnett, who started his winning streak in
1998, in his first attempt at trail/wilderness
running. In the year 2000, 60 SkyRunners
started with 41 completing the distance
now ending at Tiffindell Ski Resort.
In 2010 we once again had to change
the route to the current route ending at the
Wartrail Country Club, completing the circle
as John Michael ended his initial recce at the
same Wartrail Country Club.
John Michael’s vision and ethos still play a
prominent role in the SkyRun. His ‘running at

altitude without attitude’ ethos filters through the event.
SkyRunners are dedicated environmentalists and only
leave footprints while continuing to cherish and share
the experience.
Pure Adventures had the honour and privilege of taking
over this iconic event. We have grown the event to an
internationally recognised Ultra Trail run that is not for
the faint hearted. Through the SkyRun we have become
part of an amazing family; without the support of the
landowners and local businesses this event would not
have reached the heights that it has achieved and for this
we are very grateful.
We continue to use SkyRun as an engine to promote
awareness to various charities and the plight of
numerous causes, including poverty, cancer and
orphaned children.
SkyRun will never become a mass event but will always
play a massive role in the lives of those athletes that
have come to face their fears and challenge this race.
History has proven that you will leave these mountains
with renewed appreciation for life after this spiritual
experience.
SkyRun is in its 19th year and we are excited to be part
of the growth and exposure this event is experiencing.
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CP CAPTAINS
CAPTAIN

Organisation

Contact no.

Tower

Abrie Bam

Bloemfontein 4X4 Echo Club

Olympus

Dirk Bruwer

Bloemfontein 4X4 Echo Club

082 578 4337

Snowden

Fires van Vuuren

Pure Adventures

082 442 8191

Avoca

Lourens Engelbrecht

Free State Mountain Club

079 697 2556

Skiddaw

Deon du Plessis

Free State Mountain Club

082 412 2732

Balloch

Johan Coertzen

Bloemfontein 4X4 Echo Club

083 286 3612

Edgehill

Abrie Bam

Bloemfontein 4X4 Echo Club

083 262 3612

Bridal Pass

Lourens de Lange

Pure Adventures

071 440 3263

Turn

Stephan Zondagh

Bloemfontein 4X4 Echo Club

082 411 7272

Halston Peak

Francois Jordaan

Pure Adventures

083 984 0542

083 262 3612

SERVICES

CHECKPOINTS
Checkpoint

Km

01
TOWER
07
02
OLYMPUS
21
03
SNOWDEN
29
04
AVOCA
40
05
SKIDDAW
49
06
BALLOCH
58
07
EDGEHILL
65
WP1 BRIDAL PASS 71
08
TURN
77
09 HALSTON PEAK 95
FIN WARTRAIL CC 100

Medical Bag drop

Yes
Yes
Yes FULL

LADIES

Sub-14 Hours

Sub-18 Hours

Ryan Sandes (2012)
Iain Do-Wauchope (2014)
Gary Robbins (2014)

Landie Greyling (2014)

Sub-16 Hours

Landie Greyling (2012)
Julia Böttger(2014)

Bruce Arnette (2012,2014)
Jock Green (2014)
Hylton Dunn (2014)
AJ Calitz (2014)

Sub-20 Hours

HONOURS

Yes

Yes 1 vehicle

Yes
Yes

Yes

12hrs Record 24hrs 30hrs Cut-off
04H58
06H15
07H20
08H35
09H35
10H30
11H50

05H02
06H21
07H29
08H50
09H50
10H46
12H12

05H45
07H22
09H15
11H35
13H35
15H15
17H50

05H45
07H54
10H25
12H40
14H50
17H30
22H00

06H00
09H30
12H00
14H30
17H00
19H30
00H00

14H10
15H25
16H00

14H35
16H00
16H36

22H30
02H00
04H00

04H15
08H00
10H00

06H00
08H30
10H00

CUT-OFF TIME BARRIERS
Cut-off times:

MEN

PACE CHART

Seconding
access

Salomon SkyRun 2015

Salomon SkyRun 2015

CHECK POINT

PACE CHART

Check Point

The cut-off time barriers are fixed to permit the participants
to arrive at the finish line on time. Participants who exceed
these barriers may be eliminated from the race.

Time

CP1
TOWER
06h00
CP2
OLYMPUS
09:30
CP3
SNOWDEN
12:00
CP4
AVOCA
14:30
CP5
SKIDDAW
17:00
CP6
BALLOCH
19:30
DEPART CP6 BALLOCH 21:00
CP7
EDGEHILL
00:00
WP1 BRIDALPASS
02:30
CP8
TURN
06:00
CP9 HALSTON PEAK 08:30
FINISH
10:00
SkyRun 65 Cut-off
00:00

off
Cutoff
Cut-

Participants who fail to make the cut-off time barriers
will accompany the Marshall off the route and will be
transported to the finish line.

off
Cutoff
Cut
off
t
Cu
off
Cutoff
Cut-

Sub-18 Hours
Bruce Arnette (2010,2011)
Ryno Griesel (2012)
Dreyer van Huysteen (2012)
Craig Carter-Brown (2012)
Christiaan Greyling (2014)
Graeme McCallum (2014)
Justin Short (2014)
Craig Willment (2014)
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SKYRUN WEEKEND ORDER OF EVENTS

ATHLETES TO WATCH

Gather in Lady Grey pre-race

Elite women to watch

12

Nicolette Griffioen

Second Lady overall in the Otter 2015 and first South African,
making her SkyRun debut.

201115
FRIDAY

If you have not registered you will not be allowed to compete in the
event. We have a number of logistical issues that need to be taken care
of so it is essential to make the proper arrangements to be timeous.

Bib

Bib

Salomon Athlete, woman’s record holder and coming off the back of a great
season, having raced locally and internationally, with great success.

Best of luck to all of you on your journey.

08:00 - Seconds convoy
Leaves for Balloch and/or Wartrail Country Club from outside hotel, led by 4X4 Echo Club.

14:30 - Winners expected

Bib

04:00 - Race starts

Bib

We will commence with the starting procedures outside the Lady Grey Mountain View Hotel.

Bib

03:30 - Roll call

12 Time winner and often referred to as Mr SkyRun, looks to be in the shape of his life!

Christiaan Greyling

Salomon Athlete, looking for his first win in the SkyRun on the back of a
superb win at UTCT.

Bib

Is compulsory and is part of the race, every competitor needs to be at the
race briefing in order to be part of the official start list for the race.

Bruce Arnett

05
06

Ryno Griesel

Salomon Athlete, record holder of Drak Traverse with Ryan Sandes.

Bib

19:00 - Race briefing

Salomon Athlete, local runner who was second in the recent Ultra Trail Cape Town.

Andrew Erasmus

Bib

As part of race package.

Jock Green

07
08

Steven Erasmus

Salomon Athlete, goal race for 2015 will be in contention and looking
for another podium finish.
Salomon Athlete, another of SA’s top ultra-runners who is going for a top 10 finish.

Bib

NB There will be no exceptions for this year’s registration criteria!
18:00 - Pre-race meal

01
02
03

Stewart Chaperon

Just outside of the top 3 at the 4 Peaks, looking to step up in
distance but has the ability to finish in the top 10.

Bib

Elite men to watch

09
10

Justin Short

Another who finished in Top 10 last year and looking for a repeat performance in 2015.

Bib

17:00 - Registration closes for all

Landie Greyling

Bennie Roux

Winner of the SkyRun 65 in the past, now competing for a podium in the
100km for the first time on the back of a great 3rd place at UTCT.

24

Pedro Caldereu

Spanish athlete who is now living in SA. Making his SkyRun debut but is a
dark horse for the podium.

Bib

Salomon SkyRun 2015

At the Lady Grey Country Club, just off the main road into
Lady Grey town.
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11:00 - Registration opens

Wartrail CC, SkyRun 65 race.

16:00 - Winners expected
Wartrail CC, SkyRun race.

19:00 - Cut-off
Balloch Seconding point for all runners not arrived yet.

211115
SATURDAY

00:00 - Cut-off
Wartrail CC Finish line for SkyRun 65 runners.

04:00 - Race Starts
SkyRun Marathon Balloch Caves.

11:00 - Cut-off
SkyRun for all runners not finished.

11:00 - Prize-giving
8

Brunch for SkyRun competitors.

221115
SUNDAY

9
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Balloch

The finish is at Wartrail Country Club, also no cell reception! Runners
doing the 65km race will take a right to Wartrail CC having conquered
the WALL. The pace chart on page 7 is also a good indication for the
65km race. Cut-off time for 65km finish 24:00. Cut-off time to finish
full is 10am Sunday morning (30 hours). Meal will be provided on
Saturday evening for all athletes till 10pm and if you finish after, we
have Goulash with rice available. The Club will provide a breakfast roll
for sale on Sunday morning. Prize-giving for both races will be at 11am
on Sunday morning, with a meal served. Taxi service from Wartrail CC
will commence at noon on Sunday and must be pre-booked with race
organisation at registration. Cost is R100 per person Wartrail CC to Lady
Grey. Camping sites are available at the finish line on the Polo Field.

Balloch is the only point were
seconding is allowed and family
and friends can actually see the
athletes. Balloch is very secluded
and has no communication at
all…. NB! NO CELL PHONES
WORK AT BALLOCH OR FINISH
AREA!! ONCE YOU LEAVE LADY
GREY, AS A SECOND CELL
RECEPTION IS VERY LIMITED!
Cut-off time to Balloch 19:30
entry and all must leave by 21:00.

Bag drop detail

Food and Water

The race will provide a bag drop service. All bags must be clearly
marked with runner name and number. These bags must be placed
by runner in the dedicated bag drop vehicle (separate for Balloch
and Finish). All bags will be laid out at the CP Marshall point as you
enter the Balloch CP and directly at the finish line at Wartrail CC.

This race is a self supported event,
this means all runners will have to
carry all own supplies. At Balloch
CP 6 the race does allow for
seconding water and food (cooked
stew) will be provided from 15:30.
This is over and above what your
seconds supply to refuel you.

10km

20km

30km

40km
4

50km

60km

70km

80km
8

LOGISTIC
DETAILS
RACE ORGANISERS
Michael de Haast
Race Director
072 078 5278
Stephan Zondag
Communications Director
082 411 7272
90km

100km

2500m

082 566 5668

3
2

2600m

1

9

5

Phanus Zondag

2400m

Head Marshall

2300m

082 440 2519

2200m
2100m
2000m

Adrian Saffy
Race Route Sweeper

2800m
2700m

6

7

Otto Comyn

1900m

Head Medic

1800m

073 445 5821

1700m

10
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Finish Line
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RACE RULES
Salomon SkyRun 2015

Conditions of participation
To participate, it is essential:

1. To be totally aware of the length and the specifications of the
event and to be perfectly prepared for it.

2. To have acquired, prior to the race, a real capacity for self-sufficiency

in the mountains, which permits the management of problems induced by
this type of course, and notably:
• To know how to face, without outside help, climatic
conditions which can become very difficult due to the altitude
(night, wind, cold, fog, rain or snow).
• To know how to manage, even if one finds oneself isolated,
physical or mental problems arising from high fatigue,
digestive problems, muscular or joint pain, minor ailments.
• To be fully aware, that it is not the role of the organisation
to help a runner to overcome these problems and that for
such an activity in the mountains security depends on the
capacity of the runner to adapt to the problems encountered
or envisaged.
• To be able to navigate by means of GPS and/or topographical
map the unmarked route.
3. There will be no unofficial participants.

4. Each participant must complete the entire course under his/her

own power and without any outside assistance except for support at
the designated seconding zone CP6 Balloch. No “MULING” (carrying
of another participants’ equipment, food, etc. allowed); no towing
another participant allowed.

Tracking and control
A GPS /GSM tracker will be supplied to each participant. This tag
emits a signal indicating the participants’ position (within the limits of
the available GSM coverage). This information will be made available
to the race HQ which continually follows the progression of the teams,
ensuring that they follow the route. This information will be available
on the internet for spectators to follow (Details to be supplied).
12

Supplied by the
organisation
1. Race bib.
2. Goodie bag with event info
and giveaways.

3. Event garment.
4. Tracking unit (R1000 payable
if lost or damaged).

5. A descriptive race guide of
the itinerary.

6. A file of tracks and way-points

to download onto personal GPS
devices.
7. Meals and/or snacks at the
following CPs: Balloch (CP6)
from 15h00; Edgehill (CP7);
The Turn (CP8); the Wartrail CC
(FINISH).
8. Medics en route at certain
CPs identified namely: CP3
(SNOWDEN); CP4 (AVOCA);
CP7(EDGEHILL); CP8 (THE
TURN); FINISH.
9. COMPULSORY medical
control point at CP 6 (Balloch)
where medical check will be
conducted on all full distance
participants to determine status
to continue.
10. Event finishers medal for
100km and 65km distance
finishers.

Race bibs
Each race bib is distributed
individually to each competitor
upon registration. The race bib
must be worn from the start to
the finish of the race. It must
be presented at any organised
control point en route.

Checkpoint controls

For obvious security reasons each participant
must agree to keep with them at all times the
compulsory equipment listed below...

1. Ensure race bib and number are clearly visible.
2. Present yourself physically to the CP Marshall

Individual equipment
• Backpack capable of carrying all the compulsory
equipment and food
• Water reservoir, minimum 3 litres
• Headlamp in good working order, with spare
batteries
• Survival blanket minimum (140x210cm)
• Whistle
• 1 pair of gloves
• Beanie / Buff
• Mobile/cell phone fully charged and with
international roaming or a South African sim card
• 1 polypropylene or similar long sleeve thermal shirt
• Breathable and 100% waterproof jacket with hood
• 1 pair full length sports trousers, leggings or tights
• GPS with the route provided by the organisation
and at least 3 sets of spare batteries or charging
capabilities.
• Enough high energy food and supplements
sufficient to last for 24 hours.
• Extra socks

Other
recommended
equipment
(non-exhaustive)
• 1 pair of sun glasses
• 1 hat
• A first-aid kit
which allows
the treatment
of small
injuries and
minor infections
as well as any
allergy medication
or individual
specific medication
(non-exhaustive list
attached)
• Walking poles
• Other spare clothing
• Sunscreen, Vaseline or
anti chafing cream
• Waterproof long pants

(Procedure)

and ensure that your race number and time are
recorded.
3. Do not shout out your race number from a
distance and pass the Control Point.
4. Participants who do not present themselves to
the CP Marshall risk disqualification.
5. Any participant who fails to check in at a CP
and who leaves the route without assistance or
informing Race HQ shall be deemed lost and in
the event of that participant not following the race
protocol will be held liable for any costs involved in
the search and rescue operation to find them.

Salomon SkyRun 2015

Organisation

SkyRun is organised by Pure Adventures. The participants of
this event have to know and accept the current regulations and
agree to adhere to, without reservation, the ethical charter which
covers the entirety of the event, namely equity, respect for other
people and the environment, mutual aid and solidarity. These are
the fundamental principles directing the organisation.

Obligatory equipment

skyrun.pureadventure.co.za
for live tracking
and live TV
A GPS /GSM tracker will be supplied to each
participant. This tag emits a signal indicating
the participant’s position (within the limits of the
available GSM coverage). This information will
be made available to the race HQ who will
continually follow the progression of the
runners, ensuring that they follow the
route. This information will be available
on the internet for spectators to
follow on the following website
Livestreaming of the event will
be available on the same
website from various camera
points on the route. We
will endeavour to get
as much info out to
the general public
on all our social
media platforms;

facebook.com/
pureadventures

@pureadventures

#Skyrun
#hellofarun
#Skyfie, please
pass these on to
your friends and
family.
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The race HQ based at the Finish and the CP marshallls and sweepers
along the route will be the runners’ only interlocutors to whom they
may turn concerning any problems they encounter. If necessary, they
will be responsible for alerting and co-ordinating the public rescue
services.

In the event of an accident:
• The runners should initially use their first aid kit.
• Should they need to consult a medic face to face they should go to
the nearest CP manned by Medics (CPs 3; 4; 6; 7; 8 and Finish).
• In an emergency or when it is impossible to move, alert the race HQ
and the Race Sweeper by any way possible.
• Stay on the ROUTE supplied. Do not deviate off the route unless it is
required to obtain cell phone signal.
• If possible proceed to nearest CP for help.
• Determine your GPS co-ordinates to be able to inform race HQ so
that you can be found.
• DO NOT PANIC.
• Stay warm and dry.
• Stay visible.

No litter policy
Participants may not litter on the course in anyway whatsoever.
Participants reported for littering will receive a heavy time
penalty. Please leave only footprints.

Photographic
rights
All competitors expressly renounce
their rights to photographs taken
during the event, just as they
renounce all recourse in opposition
to the organiser and its agreed
partners in the use of their image.
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Insurance

Compulsory medical and equipment checks en route

It is HIGHLY recommended
that each competitor must be
in possession of individual
medical aid and accident
insurance covering all eventual
costs of search and rescue and
evacuation by air.

Compulsory Equipment checks will be held at
CP 3 Snowden; CP 8 Turn and the Finish. All
you compulsory items will be checked at these
Checkpoints. Failure to produce the requested
items will result in immediate disqualification.
Compulsory medical check will be held at CP6
Balloch in respect of all participants taking part
in the Full Distance SkyRun. Participants doing
the full distance event will be screened at Race
Registration and will be screened and assessed
again at Balloch before being allowed to proceed.
The medical staff in charge of the medical check
will have the absolute discretion to refuse a
participant to continue en route until their condition
has been stabilised or they have remedied the

condition that would endanger the participant’s
health should they have continued.
The Medical staff is aware of the nature of the
event and the exertion placed on participants and
will not lightly make the decision to prevent the
immediate continuance of participants until they
are in a state to do so.

First aid kit

Medicines

By consulting your GP before leaving home you
can obtain prescribed medicines that are best
adapted to the situation and also verify that they
will not cause any side affects or allergies...
We suggest that you have the following (the list
is not exhaustive and does not take account of
any habitual treatments)

• Analgesics
Eg : straight paracetamol
For muscle aches, articulation…
Avoid using aspirin or anti-inflammatories, they
are toxic for the kidneys or the stomach which are
already in heavy demand from due to the exigency
of the race. Respect intense pain which may be a
sign of a serious problem which could necessitate
stopping the race and seeking medical advice.
• Antidiarrhoeic
In the event of diarrhoea
Do not forgot the advice of hydrating your food in
the event of a digestive problem .

NB: Evacuation transported by
helicopter are always at your
expense.

Dressings, bandages,
creams:
• Self-adhesive elasticised bandage (6 cm)
Eg : elastoplast without dressing strip…
• For ankle strapping or to hold a dressing in place
• Support bandage (8 cm)
• Sterile dressings
• Small capsules of antiseptic
• Sterile compresses
• Anti-inflammatory cream, Eg : Voltaren Emulgel
• To use in the event of tendonitis, strains...
• Antiseptic eye-wash

Salomon SkyRun 2015

Security and the procedure to follow
in case of an accident or incident

Participants will also be monitored by our medics
en route. Should a medic be of the opinion that
participants are not in a state to continue, without
placing themselves in danger, then that medic
can halt the progress of the participant at the
checkpoint until such time as the participant has
sufficiently recovered to continue.

Always ensure that you have some type of
glucose or energising bars in the event of
hypoglycaemia.
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